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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a group-oriented partially blind (t, n) threshold signature scheme based on the discrete logarithm problem. By the
scheme, anyt out ofn signers in a group can represent the group to sign partially blind threshold signatures, which can be used in anonymous
digital e-cash systems or secure voting schemes. By our proposed scheme, the growth of the bank’s database was successfully minimized and
the issue of e-coins is controlled by several authorities. Our proposed scheme can greatly simplify the voting processes when several elections
are to be held in a short period of time by embedding information about each election in a partially blind threshold signature. In our scheme,
the size of a partially blind threshold signature is the same as that of an individual partially blind signature and the signature verification
process is simplified by a group public key. The security of our scheme relies on the difficulty of computing discrete logarithm.q 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The concept of blind signature was introduced by Chaum [1]. It is an interactive protocol which involves two kinds of
participants, the signer and requesters. It allows a requester to obtain signatures on messages he provides to the signer without
revealing these messages. A distinguishing property required by a typical blind signature scheme [1–5] is called the ‘unlink-
ability’, which ensures that requesters can prevent the signer from deriving the exact correspondence between the actual
signing process performed by the signer and the signature which is later made public. In a distributed environment, every
signed blind message can be regarded as a fixed amount of electronic money in secure electronic payment systems [1, 6–9], or
as a ticket in applications such as secret voting schemes [10–12]. The security of the blind signature schemes proposed in [1, 4]
is based on the hardness of factorization [13] while the security of the schemes proposed in [2, 5] is based on the hardness of
computing discrete logarithm [14–16].

A relevant type of signature scheme called group signatures was introduced in [17] and several improved solutions were
proposed in [18–20]. The schemes in [17–20] allow a group member to sign a message on the group’s behalf such that
everybody can verify the signature but no one can find out which group member signed it. However, in case of a later dispute, a
designated group manager can reveal the identity of the signer. These schemes can be generalized to allow defined subsets of
all group members to jointly sign a message on behalf of the group. Group signatures can be used by a corporation for
authenticating price lists or digital contracts. The customers need to know only a single group public key to verify signatures.
The anonymity in schemes [17–20] is between the signature and signers who signed it, while the anonymity in schemes [1–5]
is between the signature and the requester who provided the signed message.

Up to date, the on-line e-cash systems proposed in [1, 6] are quite efficient and practical. The aim of these systems was to
produce an electronic version of money which retains the same properties as paper cash. These systems involve customers, the
bank and the shops. In general, it is very hard to find a single entity which will be trusted by everyone else (such as the bank).
To cope with this dilemma, two group-oriented blind threshold signature schemes [21] were proposed in a distributed
environment, where several signers work together to sign a blind threshold e-coin. The schemes proposed in [21] allowt
out of n participants in a group cooperating to sign a blind threshold signature. These schemes can be directly applied to the
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secure e-cash systems [1, 6] for distributing the power of a single authority. The modified e-cash systems can be used in the real
world environments without a single trusted authority or with some absent/dishonest authorities. Another major problem in the
on-line e-cash systems proposed in Refs. [1, 6] is the unlimited growth of the bank’s database which keeps all used e-cashes for
preventing double spending. To cope with this problem, the concept of partially blind signatures is introduced in Ref. [22].

In this paper, we propose a partially blind threshold signature scheme to address both the previous problems. In our scheme,
the size of a partially blind threshold signature is the same as that of an individual partially blind signature and the verification
process of a partially blind threshold signature is simplified by a group public key. The proposed scheme provides the message
recovery capability [13, 23]. The security of our scheme relies on the difficulty of computing discrete logarithm and it is
computationally infeasible for signers to derive the exact correspondence between the message they actually sign and all
signers complete views of the execution of the signing process.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a generalized partially blind signature scheme based on discrete
logarithm, which will be used in our proposed partially blind threshold signature scheme. In Section 3, we present an efficient
partially blind threshold signature scheme. Then we discuss its correctness, security, performance and extensions in Section 4.
In Section 5, we describe some applications of the scheme. Finally, a concluding remark is given in Section 6.

2. Partially blind signatures based on discrete logarithm

In this section, we propose a generalized partially blind signature scheme with message recovery. We first define the partial
blindness of a digital signature scheme as follows:

Definition 1. A partially blind signature scheme with message spaceM # {0, 1}* is a 7-tuple P � (C, R, 2, V, Y, F, G),
where

• C is the signer of the scheme;
• R is a set of requesters;
• 2 is a poly-time algorithm that on input a random stringx, constructs the signer’s secret key (sk) and its corresponding

public key (pk);
• V is a poly-time algorithm that on input a messagem [ M, a negotiated constantc and a random stringl, constructs a

partially blind message (m0, c),
• Y is a poly-time algorithm that on input a partially blind message (m0, c) and the secret key (sk), constructs a blind signature

s 0 on (m0, c);
• F is a poly-time algorithm that on input a blind signatures 0 and the random stringl, extracts the signatures for (m, c);
• G is a poly-time algorithm that on input a message-signature pair [(m, c),s] and the public key (pk), outputs either yes or no,

such that, we have the following:

1. At the beginning of the signature generation, a requesterR[ R negotiates a constantc as the common information with the
signerC.

2. C cannot embed any other extra information into the blind signatures 0.
3. A poly-time boundedR [ R cannot forge a signature with a different negotiated constant.
4. Under the same negotiated constantc, all signatures generated by the scheme are blind signatures.

In a typical signing process of a partially blind signature scheme, there are two kinds of participants, the signer and
requesters. The proposed scheme consists of two phases: (1) the signature generation phase; and (2) the signature verification
phase. In the signature generation phase, a requester requests a partially blind signature from the signer and the signer issues
the partially blind signature to the requester. In the signature verification phase, anyone can use the public key to verify if a
partially blind signature is valid. For simplicity, the partially blind signature scheme is based on the Nyberg-Rueppel blind
signature scheme [2] with message recovery. All secure Meta-ElGamal blind signature schemes proposed in [2, 5] can be used
in our scheme.

Let m be the blind message to be signed,h1 andh2 be two secure one-way hashing functions [24–26],p andq be two large
strong prime numbers [16] such thatq divides (p 2 1) and r be a generator ofZp

p (i.e. gcd(r, p) � 1, r ± 1).
Let g ;p r�p21�=q

; z1; z2 [ Zq be the signer’s secret keys andy1 ;p gz1
; y2 ;p gz2 be the corresponding public keys. Let

41�x� ;q
Pn

1�0 fix
i and42�x� ;q

Pt
i�0 pix

i , wherefi [ Zq andpi [ Zq, be two non-zero public polynomials with degrees
of at least 1. Let4�x; y; c� ;q 41�h1�c��x 1 42�h2�c��y and be a public polynomial.
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2.1. The signature generation phase

When a requester requests a partially blind signature, he negotiates a constantc as the common information with the signer.
At this time,yc ;p g4�z1;z2;c� ;p g41�h1�c��z1142�h2�c��z2 ;p y41�h1�c��

1 y42�h2�c��
2 is the signer’s public key that contains the constantc

and the coresponding secret key is4�z1; z2; c� ;q 41�h1�c��z1 1 42�h2�c��z2. Then they perform the following steps.

1. The signer randomly chooses a numberk [ Zq computeŝr ;p gk and sendsr̂ to the requester.
2. After receivingr̂, the requester does the following.

1. (a) Choose two random numbersa [ Zq andb [ Zp
q, computer ;p mgar̂b andm̂ ;q b21r.

2. (b) Check if m̂± 0. If yes, sendm̂ to the signer. Otherwise, go back to step (a).

3. Upon receivingm̂, the signer computeŝs ;q m̂4�z1; z2; c�1 k and sendsŝ back to the requester.
4. After receiving sˆ, the requester computess ;q ŝb 1 a. The partially blind signature ofm is (r, s, c).

2.2. The signature verification phase

To verify the signature (r, s, c), one simply computesyc ;p y41�h1�c��
1 y42�h2�c��

2 andm ;p g2syr
cr and checks ifm has some

redundancy information. Ifmhas no proper redundancy, a secure one-way hashing functionh [24–26] can be applied tom. But
this approach can not provide the message recovery capability. To verify the partially blind signature (r, s, c) on m without
redundancy, one must sendm along with (r, s, c) to the verifier.

2.3. Analysis

Let n � { c; k; r̂ ;p gk
; m̂; ŝ ;q m̂4�z1; z2; c�1 k} denote the signer’s complete view of an execution in the signature

generation phase and [m, (r, s, c)] denote the message-signature pair generated in that execution. Theorem 1 ensures the
correctness and blindness of the scheme.

Theorem 1. The 3-tuple (r, s, c) is a valid partially blind signature on messagem for the Nyberg-Rueppel signature scheme
and under the same negotiated constantc, our proposed scheme is a blind signature scheme.

Proof. The validity of the partially blind signature (r, s, c) on the messagem can easily be established as follows.

g2syr
cr

;p g2�ŝb1a��y41�h1�c��
1 y42�h2�c��

2 �rmga1kb

;p g2��m̂�4�z1;z2;c��1k�b1a�g4�z1;z2;c�mga1kb

;p g24�z1;z2;c�r2kb2ag4�z1;z2;c�mga1kb

;p m

For proving the blindness of the scheme, we show that given any viewn and any valid message-signature pair [m, (r, s, c)],
there exists a unique pair of blinding factorsa andb. Since the requester chooses the blinding factorsa andb randomly, the
blindness of the signature scheme follows.

Assume that the partially blind signature (r, s, c) was generated by the signer with the view consisting ofc; k; r̂ ;p gk
; ŝ ;q

m̂4�z1; z2; c�1 k andm̂, then the following equations must hold fora andb.

r ;p mgar̂b �1�

m̂ ;q rb21 �2�

s ;q ŝb 1 a �3�
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Sincem̂ [ Zq andm̂ ± 0, by Eqs. (2) and (3), the unique so1ution fora andb is:

b ;q rm̂2 1 �4�

a ;q s2 ŝb �5�
In the following, we show that the solution ofa andb in Eqs. (4) and (5) also satisfies Eq. (1).

mga r̂b

;p g2syr
crg

agkb

;p rg2�ŝb1a�g4�z1;z2;c�rgagkb

;p rg2�m̂4�z1;z2;c�1k�b2ag4�z1;z2;c�rgagkb

;p r

A

Then we show that our proposed scheme satisfies the following two conditions: (1) the signer can not embed any other
information into the partially blind signature to link this signing process with the message-signature pair published later; and
(2) a poly-time bounded requester can not forge a signature with a different negotiated constant. First, condition (1) is
discussed. Since the constantc is negotiated between the requester and the signer at the beginning of the signature generation
phase, the partially blind signature can not pass the verification function if the signer adds any extra information inc. Then, we
discuss how our scheme satisfies condition (2). Let (r, s, c) be the partially blind signature on a messagem andSq which is
generated by a generatorg ;p r�p2l�=q

; r [ Zp
p, be a cyclic subgroup ofZp

p with uSqu � q. Lemma 2 ensures that given a
message-signature pair [m, (r, s, c)], to forge a partially blind signature (r, s1, c1) on the messagem is equivalent to solve
the discrete logarithm problem in a subgroup. Lemma 3 ensures that given a message-signature pair [m, (r, s, c)], to forge a
partially blind signature (r1, s, c1) on the messagem and a partially blind signature (rr 1, s, c2) on the messagem2 is also
equivalent to solve the discrete logarithm problem in a subgroup.

Let P1, P2 and P3 refer to the problems presented later and let O1, O2 and O3 be the oracles that solve these problems in the
same order as given.

(P1) Given a message-signature pair [m, (r, s, c)] and the corresponding public keyyc, derive another partially blind
signature (r, s1, c1) on the messagem.

(P2) Given a message-signature pair [m, (r, s, c)] and the corresponding public keyyc, derive another partially blind
signaturer1, s, c1) on te messagem and a partially blind signature (r1r, s, c2) on the messagem2

(P3) Given an input valueG [ Sq, derive an integerk such thatG ;p gk

Lemma 2. The difficulty of solving problem P1 is equivalent to that of solving problem P3.

Proof. It is obvious that oracle O3 is polynomial-time transformable to an algorithm for P1.
Now, we show that oracle O1 is polynomial-time transformable to an algorithm for P3.
We define an algorithm A for solving P3 using O1 as following.

Algorithm A(G [ Sq)

Step 1: randomly chooser [ Zp
q ands [ Zq.

Step 2: randomly choose a constantc, such that41�h�c�� ± 0 and42�h�c�� ± 0.

Step 3: computem ;p r�G�21 andyc ;p �gsG21�r21

Step 4. query oracle O1 with input [m, (r, s, c), yc]. Let (r, s1, c1) be the result.
Step 5: query oracle O1 with input [m (r, s1, c1), yc]. Let (r, s2, c2) be the result.
Step 6: solve the following three linear equations
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s ;q 41�h1�c��z1r 1 42�h2�c��z2r 1 k �6�

s1 ;q 41�h1�c1��z1r 1 42�h2�c1��z2r 1 k �7�

s2 ;q 41�h1�c2��z1r 1 42�h2�c2��z2r 1 k �8�

and obtain (z1, z2, k)

Step 7: outputk.

end.

If [ m (r, s, c)] is a valid message-signature pair on the public keyyc, it must satisfy Eqs. (6) and (9).

r ;p mgk �9�
The validity of the partially blind signature (r, s, c) on the messagem can easily be established as follows.

g2syr
cr;p g2s��gsG21�r21�r r;p g2sgsG21mgk;p m:

The partially blind signatures (r, s1, c1) and (r, s2, c2) on the messagem are signed by the secret keys4(z1, z2, c1),
4(z1, z2, c2) and Eqs. (7) and (8) must hold.

Since41 (x) and42 (x) are two public polynomials,h1 andh2 are two public one-way hashing functions,c, c1, c2, r, s, s1 and
s2 are public values, the requester can solve linear Eqs. (6) and (7) to get a solution (z1, z2, k).

Clearly, the algorithm A can be constructed from O1 in polynomial time.A

Lemma 3. The difficulty of solving problem P2 is equivalent to that of solving problem P3.

Proof. It is obvious that oracle O3 is polynomial-time transformable to an algorithm for P2.
Now, we show that oracle O2 is polynomial-time transformable to an algorithm for P3.
We define an algorithm A for solving P3 using O2 as following.

Algorithm A(G [ Sq)
Step 1: randomly chooser [ Zp

p ands [ Zq.
Step 2: randomly choose a constantc, such that41�h�c�� ± 0 and42�h�c�� ± 0.

Step 3: computem ;p r�G�21 andyc ;p �gsG21�r21

Step 4: query oracle O2 with input [m, (r, s, c), yc]. Let (r1, s, c1) and (r1r, s, c2) be the result.
Step 5: query oracle O2 with input [m, (r1, s, c1), yc]. Let (r2, s, c3) and (r1r2, s, c4) be the result.
Step 6: solve the following five linear equations

s ;q 41�h1�c��z1r 1 42�h2�c��z2r 1 k �10�

s ;q 41�h1�c1��z1r1 1 42�h2�c1��z2r1 1 k1 �11�

s ;q 41�h1�c2��z1rr1 1 42�h2�c2��z2rr1 1 �k1 1 k� �12�

s ;q 41�h1�c3��z1r2 1 42�h2�c3��z2r2 1 k2 �13�

s ;q 41�h1�c4��z1r1r2 1 42�h2�c4��z2r1r2 1 �k1 1 k2� �14�
and obtain (z1, z2, k, k1, k2)
Step 7: output k
end.

A
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Without any valid message-signature pair, the hardness of faking a valid partially blind signature (r1, s1, c1) on messagem in
our scheme is similar to the Nyberg-Rueppel signature scheme since given the messagem with redundancy and the valuer1,
one has to derive the corresponding values1 by solving Eq. (15). To solve this equation, one has to solve the discrete logarithm
problem in a subgroup.

m ;p g2s1yr1
c1

r1 �15�
In order to verify the partially blind signature (r, s, c), a verifier has to compute the new public keyyc from all public values

y, g, c. It is difficult to compute the new public keyyc from the public valuesg, y( ; pg
z) without first obtaining the secret keyz

when the new secret keyzc, containsze, wheree [ Z ande $ 2. The simple case thatyc ;p gz2

is a special case that each user
chooses the same secret keyz, sendsY ;p gz to each other and computes the common keyKij ;p Yz ; gz2

in the Diffle-
Hellman key-exchange protocol [27].

In our proposed partially blind signature scheme, the negotiated constantc is embedded into the new secret key
zc � 4�z1; z2; c� ;q 41�h1�c��z1 1 42�h2�c��z2, which is the linear combination of two secret keysz1 andz2. This realization
can prevent the requester from forging another negotiated constantc0 by sending another blind messagem̂0 ; pjm̂, wherej is a
combination of all known values, to the signer in step 2 of the signature generation phase. Simply using a single secret keyz in
our partially blind signature scheme will allow the requester to forge another fake constantc0 by sending another blind message
to the signer.

For example, letzc � 4�z; c� ;q 41�h1�c��z1 42�h2�c�� and the corresponding public key isyc �p y41�h1�c��g42�h2�c��, which
can be easily computed by anyone. For forging a fake partially blind signature (r, s0, c0) instead of the partially blind signature
(r, s, c) on a messagem, the requester can send the blind message:

m̂0 ;p
4�h1�c0��
41�h1�c�� m̂

to the signer in step 2 of the signature generation phase. In step 4, the requester can derive the fake signature (s0, r, c0) by the
following equation:

s0 ;q ŝb 1 a 1 r 42�h2�c0��2 42�h�c��41�h1�c0��
41�h1�c��

 !

;q �m̂04�z; c�1 k�b 1 a 1 r 42�h2�c0��2 �42�c��41�h1�c0��
41�h1�c��

 !

;q b21r
41�h1�c0��
41�h1�c��

 
41�h1�c��z1 42�h2�c���b 1 kb 1 a 1 r�42�h2�c0��2 42�h�c��41�h1�c0��

41�h1�c��

!

;q r�41�h1�c0��z1 42�h2�c0���1 kb 1 a

;q r�4�z; c0�1 kb 1 a

Now we have

gs0y2r
c0 r

;p gr�4�z;c0��1bk1ag4�z;c
0��2r�mgbk1a ;p m

With the information of the partially blind signature, an attacker is not capable of deriving the secret keysz1 andz2 since it
needs to solve the equationm ;p g2syr

cr ;p g2s�g41�h�c��z1142�h�c��z2�r r. To solve this equation, one has to solve the discrete
logarithm problem in a subgroup.

3. The partially blind threshold signature scheme

In this section, we propose a partially blind threshold signature scheme with message recovery. We first define the partial
blindness of a threshold signature scheme as follows:

Definition 2. A partially blind threshold signature scheme is a threshold signature scheme such that: (a) this scheme involves
n signers and a set of requesters; (b) at the beginning of the signature generation, a requester negotiates a constantc as the
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common information witht out of n signers; (c) the negotiated constantc and the blind messagem provided by the requester
will be signed together by thet signer; (d) under the same negotiated constantc, all threshold signatures generated by the
scheme are blind threshold signatures; (e) any signer cannot embed any other extra information into the threshold signature;
and (f) a poly-time bounded requester cannot forge a signature with a different negotiated constant.

In a typical signing process of a partially blind threshold signature schemes, there are two kinds of participants, the signers
and a requester. Before the requester can obtain a partially blind threshold signature from the signers, all the signers have to
cooperate to distribute their secret shadows to other signers in advance. Then the requester requests a partially blind threshold
signature from the signers. The proposed scheme consists of three phases: (1) the shadow distribution phase; (2) the signature
generation phase; and (3) the signature verification phase. The shadow distribution phase is performed only once among the
signers and then they can use their secret shadows to sign messages. In the signature generation phase, a requester requests a
partially blind threshold signature from the signers and the signers cooperate to issue the partially blind threshold signature to
the requester. In the signature verification phase, anyone can use the group public key to verify if a partially blind threshold
signature is valid.

Let Ui be the identification of signeri, n be the number of signers,t be the threshold value of the partially blind threshold
signature scheme,mbe the blind message to be signed,h, h1 andh2 be three secure one-way hashing functions [24–26],p andq
be two large strong prime numbers such thatq divides (p 2 1) andp be a generator ofZp

r (i.e. gcd(r,p) � 1, r ± 1). Let
g ;p r�p21�=q. Let di be the secret key chosen byUi. In a distributed environment,Ui can publish the corresponding public key
ei. Anyone can getei via some authentication service (e.g. the X.509 directory authentication service [28]). Using a secure
public key signature scheme [13–15],Ui can produce signatures (certificates) of messages by his own secret keydi. Anyone
can verify these signatures by the corresponding public keyei. Let CertUi

�m� be the signature (certificate) on the messagem
produced byUi and41 (x), 42 (x) and4 (x, y, z) be defined in Section 2.

3.1. The shadow distribution phase

Before a requester can request a partially blind threshold signature from the signers, all signers must cooperate to distribute
their secret shadows to other signers. In the shadow distribution phase, eachUi, 1 # i # n, carries out the following steps:

1. Ui chooses two secret keyszi,1, zi,2 [ Zq and two secret polynomialsfi;1�x� �
Pt21

k�0 ai;kx
k
; fi;2�x� �

Pt21
k�0 bi;kx

k

such that ai;0 � zi;1; bi;0 � zi;2 and ai;j [ Zq; bi;j [ Zq;1 # j # t 2 1, computesCi;k;1 ;p gai;k ;Ci;k;2 ;p gbi;k and signa-
tures CertUi

�h�Cj;k;1��;CertUi
�h�Cj;k;2�� and sends��CertUi

�h�Cj;k;1��; CertUi
�h�Cj;k;2��; Ci;k;1;Ci;k;2�; 0 # k # t 2 1� to

Uj ;1 # j # n; j ± i.
2. Upon receiving��CertUj

�h�Cj;k;1��;CertUj
�h�Cj;k;2��;Ci;k;1;Ci;k;2�; 1 # j # n; j ± i;0 # k # t 2 1� from all other signers,

Ui verifies if all ��CertUj
�h�Cj;k;1��;CertUj

�h�Cj;k;2�� are valid. If yes, he sendsdi;j;1 ;q fi;1�xj�; di;j;2 ;q fi;2�xj�, wherexj is a
unique public number forUj, and the two corresponding signaturesCertUi

�h�di;j;1��;CertUi
�h�di;j;2�� secretly to every

Uj ;1 # j # n; j ± i. Otherwise, he publishes the invalid signatures and stops.
3. WhenUi receives alldj;i;1; dj;i;2; CertUj

�h�dj;i;1��;CertUj
�h�dj;i;2��1 # j # n; j ± i from other signers, he verifies if the

sharesdj;i;1; dj;i;2, received fromUj is consistent with the certified valuesCj;l;1;Cj;l;20 # l # t 2 1, by checking whether
gdj;i;1 ;p P t21

l�0 �Cj;l;1�x
l
i andgdj;i;2 ;p P t21

l�0 �Cj;l;2�x
l
i . If it fails, Ui broadcasts that an error was found, publishes

dj;i;1; dj;i;2;CertUj
�h�dj;i;1��;CertUj

�h�dj;i;2�� and the identification ofUj and then stops. Otherwise,Ui computes the signature
CertUi

�h�y�� on the group public keyy ;p P n
l�1yl ;1 Yl;2 ;p Pn

l�1Cl;0;1Cl;0;2 the public shadowsFj;i;1 ;p gdj;i;1;Fj;i;2 ;p gdj;i;2

and the signaturesCertUi
�h�Fj;i;1��;CertUi

�h�Fj;i;2��;1 # j # n. He then sends�CertUi
�h�y��; �Fj;i;1;Fj;i;2 CertUi

�h�Fj;i;1��;
CertUi

�h�Fj;i;2��; 1 # j # n�� to all other signers.
4. Upon receiving all ��CertUj

�h�y��; 1 # j # n; j ± i�; �Fl;j;1; Fl;j;2; CertUj
�h�Fl;j;1��; CertUj

�h�Fl;j;2��;
1 # l # n; 1 # j # n; j ± i��, Ui verifies if all ��CertUj

�h�y��; 1 # j # n; j ± i�; �CertUj
�h�Fl;j;1��; �CertUj

�h�Fl;j;2��;
1 # l # n; 1 # j # i; j ± i�� are valid. If yes, the shadow keys corresponding to the group secret key
z ;q

Pn
j�1�zj;1 1 zj;2�were securely and correctly distributed. The group public keyy ;p P n

j�1yj;1yj;2 ;p gS
n
j�1�zj;11zj;2�,

all signers public keysyj;1 ;p Cj;0;1; yj;2 ;p Cj;0;2; ;1 # j # n, and all public shadowsFl; j;1 ;p gdl; j;1;Fl; j;2 ;p gdl; j;2,
1 # l; j # n can then be published by each signer. Otherwise,Ui publishes the invalid signatures and stops.

3.2. The signature generation phase

Without loss of generality, we assume thatt out ofn signers areUi, 1 # i # t. When a requester requests a partially blind
threshold signature, he negotiates a constantc as the common information with thet signers. At this time,yc;i ;p g4�zi;1;z2;2;c� ;p

y4�h1�c��
i;1 y4�h2�c��

i;2 is Ui’s public key that contains the negotiated constantc and the corresponding secret key is
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zc;i � 4�zi;1; zi;2; c� � 41�h1�c��zi;1 1 42�h2�c��zi;2. The group public key isyc ;p Pn
i�1yc;i ;p Pn

i�1�y41�h1�c��
i;1 y42�h2�c��

i;2 �
Then they perform the following steps during the signature generation phase.

1. EachUi randomly chooses a numberki [ Zq, computeŝr i ;p gki and sendŝr i to the requester.
2. After receiving allr̂ i ;1 # i # t, the requester does the following:

(a) choose two random numbersa [ Zq andb [ Zp
q, computeri ;p ga r̂bi ; r ;p mPt

i�1ri andm̂ ;q b21r;
(b) check ifm̂ ± 0. If yes, sendm̂ to allUi ; 1 # i # t. Otherwise, go back to step (a).

3. Upon receivingm̂, eachUi computes:

ŝi ;q m̂

 
4�zi;1; zi;2; c�1 41�h1�c��

Xn
j�t 1 1

fj;1�xi�
Yt

k�1;k±i

2xk

xi 2 xk

� �0@ 1A0@ 1A 1 42�h2�c��
Xn

j�t 1 1

fj;2�xi�
Yt

k�1;k±i

2xk

xi 2 xk

� �0@ 1A0@ 1A1A 1 ki

and sendsŝi back to the requester.
4. After receiving allŝi, the requester computessi ;q ŝb 1 a and checks if:

g2si yr
c;i ri ;p

 Yn

j�t11

�Fj;i;1�
! Qt

k�1;k±i

2xk
xi2xk

� �� �
�2r41�h1�c��� Yn

j�t11

�Fj;i;2�
! Qt

k�1;k±i

2xk
xi 2xk

� �� �
�2r42�h2�c���

; 1 # i # t :

If ŝi is not valid, he has to ask the corresponding signer to send it again. Otherwise, he computess ;q
Pt

i�1 si . The partially
blind threshold signature ofm is (r, s, c).

3.3. The signature verification phase

To verify the partially blind threshold signature (r, s, c), one simply computesyc ;p P n
i�1yc;i ;p P n

i�1�y41�h1�c��
i;1 y42�h2�c��

i;2 � and
m ;p g2s�yc�r r and checks ifm has some redundancy information. Ifm has no proper redundancy, a secure one-way hashing
function h [24–26] can be applied tom. But this approach can not provide the message recovery capability. To verify the
partially blind threshold signature (r, s, c) on m without redundancy, one must sendm along with (r, s, c) to the verifier.

4. Discussion

We discuss the correctness, security, performance and extensions of our partially blind threshold signature scheme in this
section.

4.1. Correctness

Let:

y � { c; ki ; r̂ i ;p gki ; m̂; ŝi ;q m̂

 
4�zi;1; zi;2; c�1 41�h1�c��

Xn
j�t 1 1

fj;1�xi�
Yt

k�1;k±i

2xk

xi 2 xk

� �0@ 1A0@ 1A 1 42�h2�c��

�
Xn

j�t 1 1

fj;2�xi�
Yt

k�1;k±i

2xk

xi 2 xk

� �0@ 1A0@ 1A1A1 ki ; 1 # i # t}

denote the signers complete view of an execution in the signature generation phase and [m (r, s, c)] denote the message-
signature pair generated in that execution. To prevent a signer from sending an invalid partial signature to the requester, the
partial signature must be checked in step 4 of the signature generation phase. The following Lemma ensures the correctness of
partial signatures.

Lemma 4. The partial signature (ri, si, c) is valid if Ui is honest.

Proof. By our scheme, we have:

g2si yr
c;i ri
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;p g2�ŝib1a�g4�zi;1;zi;2;c�rgar̂bi

;p g
2

�
m̂

�
4�zi;1;zi;2;c�141�h1�c��

Pn
j�t11

fj;1�xi �
�Qt

k�1;k±i

�
2xk

xi2xk

��
142�h2�c��

Pn
j�t11

fi;2�xi �
�Qt

k�1;k±i

�
2xk

xi2xk

���
1ki

�
b

g4�zi;1;zi;2;c�rgkib

;p g

�
2m̂4�zi;1;zi;2;c�2m̂41�h1�c��

Pn
j�t11

fj;1�xi �
�Qt

k�1;k±i

�
2xk

xi 2xk

��
2m̂42�h2�c��

Pn
j�t11

fj;2�xi �
�Qt

k�1;k±i

�
2xk

xi2xk

���
b

g4�zi;1;zi;2;c�r

;p g

�
41�h1�c��

Pn
j�t11

fi;1�xi �
�Qt

k�1;k±1

�
2xk

xi2xk

��
142�h2�c��

Pn
j�t11

fi;2�xi �
�Qt

k�1;k±i

�
2xk

xi 2xk

���
�2m̂b�

;p

� Yn

j�t11

�Fj;i;1�
��Qt

k�1;k±i

�
2xk

xi2xk

��
2r41�h1�c���� Yn

j�t11

�Fj;i;2�
��Qt

k�1;k±i

�
2xk

xi 2xk

��
�2r42�h2�c���

A

After the signature generation phase, the partially blind threshold signatures can be verified by the group public key in the
signature verification phase. Lemma 5 ensures the correctness of the scheme.

Lemma 5. The 3-tuple (r, s, c) is a valid partially blind threshold signature on messagem for the Nyberg–Rueppel signature
scheme.

Proof. The validity of the partially blind threshold signature (r, s, c) on the messagem can easily be established as follows.

g2syr
cr ;p g

2

�Pt

i�1

�ŝib1a�
�
g

�Pn
i�1

4�zi;1;z;i;2;c�
�

r
�
m
Yt

i�1

ri

�

;p mg
2
Pt

i�1

�
m̂

�
4�zi;1;zi;2;c�141�h1�c��

Pn
j�t11

�
fi;1�xi �

�Qt

k�1;k±i

�
2xk

xi2xk

���
142�h2�c��

Pn
j�t11

�
fj;2�xi �

�Qt

k�1;k±i

�
2xk

xi2xk

����
1ki

�
b2ta

� g

�Pn
i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�

r
�Yt

i�1

gar̂bi

�

;p mg
2m̂b��

Pt

i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�141�h1�c��
Pn

j�t11

zi;1142�h2�c��
Pn

j�t11

zi;2

g

�Pn
i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�

r

;p mg
2r

�Pn
i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�
g

�Pn
i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�

r

;p m

A
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4.2. Security analysis

Theorem 6. Under the same negotiated constantc, our proposed scheme is a blind threshold signature scheme.

Proof. For proving the blindness of the protocol, we show that given any viewn and a valid message-signature pair
[m, (r, s, c)], there exists a unique pair of blinding factorsa andb. Since the requester chooses the blinding factorsa and
b randomly, the blindness of the signature scheme follows.

Without loss of generality, assume that the partially blind signature (r, s, c) was generated byt signersUi ;1 , i , t, with the
view n consisting of:

c; ki ; r̂ i ;p gki ;

ŝi ;q m̂ 4�zi;1; zi;2; c�1 41�h1�c��
Xn

j�t11

fj;1�xi�
Yt

k�1;k±i

2xk

xi 2 xk

� �0@ 1A0@ 1A 1 42�h2�c��
Xn

j�t11

fi;2�xi�
Yt

k�1;k±i

2xi

xi 2 xk

� �0@ 1A0@ 1A0@ 1A1 ki ;

1 # i # t andm̂

then the following equations must hold fora andb.

r ;p m
Yt

i�1

ri ;p m
Yt

i�1

ga r̂bi �16�

m̂ ;q rb21 �17�

s ;q

Xt

i�1

si ;q

Xt

i�1

�ŝib 1 a� �18�

Note that ift , q, then gcd(t, q) � 1. Sincem̂ [ Zq andm̂ ± 0, by Eqs. (17) and (18), the unique solution fora andb is:

b ;q rm̂21 �19�

a ;q s2
Xt

i�1

ŝib

 !
t21 �20�

In the following, we show that the solutions ofa andb in Eqs. (19) and (20) also satisfies Eq. (16).

m
Yt

i�1

gar̂bi

;p g2s�yc�r rgta
Yt

i�1

gkib

;p rg
2
Pt

i�1
�ŝib1a�

g

�Pn
i�1

41�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�

r
gtag

b
Pt

i�1

ki

;p rg
2 m̂

Pt

i�1

�4�zi;1;zi;2;c�141�h1�c��
Pn

j�t11

fi;1�xi �
Qt

k�1;k±i

2xk

xi 2 xk

� �� �� �
142�h2�c��

Pn
j�t11

fi;2�xi �
Qt

k�1;k±i

2xk

xi 2 xk

� �� �� �� �
1
Pt

i�1

ki

� �
b2ta

� g

�Pn
i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�

r
gtag

b
Pt

i�1

ki

;p rg
2

�
m̂

�Pt

i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�

141�h1�c��
Pn

j�t11

zi;1142�h2�c��
Pn

j�t11

zi;2

�
b

g

�Pn
i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�

r
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;p rg
2r

�Pn
i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�

g

�Pn
i�1

4�zi;1;zi;2;c�
�

r

;p r :

A

Given the secret information of a group ofl , t members, Lemma 7 ensures that the threshold cryptosystem constructed in
the shadow distribution phase will not disclose any extra information about the group secret key

Pn
i�1 zi;1 1 zi;2.

Lemma 7. Given a group of s , t members G� { pi upi [ �1;n�;1 # i # s} and the set of shares
{dj;i;1; dj;i;2u1 # j # n; i [ G}. For any fixed j, 1 # j # n, it takes polynomial time onupu to generate two random set

{ g baj;k u1 # k # t 2 1} and {g bbj;k u1 # k # t 2 1} satisfyinggdj;i;1 ;p P t21
k�0�g baj;k�xk

i andgdj;i;2 ;p P t21
k�0�g bbj;k�xk

i for i [ G.

Proof. In step 3 of the shadow distribution phase, afterUi has received alldj,i,1, he verifies if the sharedj,i,1 received fromUj is
consistent with the certified valuesCj,l,1,1 # l # t-1, by checking ifgdj;i;1 ;p P t21

l�0 �Cj;l;1�x
l
i . Therefore:

gdj;i;1 ;p

Yt21

l�0

�gaj;l;1�xl
i ;p g

Pt21

l�0

aj;lpxl
i �21�

Sinceg ;p r�p21�=q andr is a generator ofZp
p, g generates a cyclic subgroupSq of Zp

pwith uSqu � q. From Eq. (21), we have

dj;i;1 ;p

Xt21

l�0

aj;l p xl
i �22�

From (22), we know that given a fixed indexj, the sharesdj;i;1; i [ G, will use the same variables,caj;k; 0 # k # t21, as
follows:

dj;i;1 ;q

Xt 2 1

k�0

caj;k p xk
i �23�

Given a fixed indexj, we can get at mosts, linear equations witht variables as follows:

dj;i;1 ;q

Xt 2 1

k�0

caj;k p xk
i �i [ G� �24�

Since the linear equations have at least one solutioncaj;k � aj;k;0 # k # t 2 1, we can solve the linear Eq. (24) and get a
random solutiondaj;ik; 1 # k # t21, by assigning random values to all free variables. From Eq. (24), it is clear that

gdj;i;1 ;p g

Pt21

k�0

baj;kpxk
i

; P t21
k�0�g baj;k�xk

i

Similar to the previous proof, we can get a random solutioncbj;k; 1 # k # t 2 1, such that

gdj;i;2 ;p g

Pt21

k�0

bbj;k;pxk
i

;p P t21
k�0�g bbj;k�xk

i

A

In our partially blind threshold signature scheme, the partial signature (si, ri, c) must satisfy the equation

g2si �yc;i�r ri ;p g2si g4�zi;1;zi;2;c�r ri ;p g2si g�41�h1�c��zi;1142�h2�c��zi;2�r ri

;p

� Yn

j�t11

�Fj;i;1�
� Qt

k�1;k±i
2xi

xi 2xk

� �� �
�2r41�h1�c���� Yn

j�t11

�Fj;i;2�
� Qt

k�1;k±i
2xi

xi 2xk

� �� �
�2r42�h2�c���
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Sincer ;Fj;i;1;Fj;i;2;41�h1�c��;42�h2�c��; xk; ri ; yi andsi are all public, an attacker has to solve the discrete logarithm problem
in order to get the secret valueszi,1 andzi,2.

With the information of all partial signatures and the corresponding partially blind threshold signature, an attacker is not
capable of deriving the secret keyszi,1, zi,2, 1 # i # n, since he has to solve the equation

rg2syr
c ;p m�Pn

i�1ri�g
2

�Pn
i�1

si

�
�Pn

i�1�g41�h1�c��zi;1g42�h2�c��zi;2��r :
To solve this equation, one has to solve the discrete logarithm problem.

4.3. Performance analysis

In our scheme, the size of a partially blind threshold signature is the same as that of an individual partially blind signature
and the verification process of a partially blind threshold signature is simplified by a group public key.

The major difference between RSA blind signature schemes and the partially blind signature scheme proposed in [22] is that
the later embeds a negotiated constantc to the corresponding secret keyd. This modification is simple and can be replaced by
simply changing the secret key when the negotiated constantc is changed and authenticating the corresponding public key. In
partially blind threshold signature schemes, this approach is very impractical since it has to redistribute the secret shadows,
which is time consuming, when the negotiated constantc is changed. In our proposed scheme, the shadow distribution phase is
done only once and then anyt out of n signers can use the secret shadows to issue partially blind threshold signatures since
when the constantc is negotiated, the public keyyc ;p P n

i�1yc;i ;p P n
i�1�y41�h1�c��

i;1 y42�h2�c��
i;2 � can be computed by anybody since

all yi;1; yi;2; 1 # i # n;h1;h2 andc are public and both41�x� ;p
Pn

i�0 fix
i and42�x� ;p

Pt
i�0 pix

i are public polynomials. For
simplifying the verification process, each used public keyyc, can be recorded in a public key database. When a partially blind
threshold signature is verified, the verifier can first retrieve the public keyyc from the database and then checks if this signature
is valid. In this approach, the verification process of a partially blind threshold signature is equivalent to that of an individual
signature. Also, in our scheme, the size of a partially blind threshold signature is the same as that of an individual partially blind
signature. Thus, our proposed scheme is optimal with respect to the partially blind threshold signature size and the verification
process.

4.4. Extensions

In [5], some extensions of the blind signature schemes in [2] were introduced. As mentioned in [5], not all variants of meta-
message recovery signature schemes can be transformed to blind signature schemes. For examp1e, there is no blind signature
scheme for the original ElGamal signature scheme yet. All extensions proposed in [5] except thatB̃ containss̃ in the signature
generation equation, can be adopted into our proposed scheme. The frameworks of these extension schemes are similar to that
of our proposed scheme. The security considerations and performance analysis of these extended schemes are similar to those
of our proposed schemes.

5. Applications

5.1. Secure and efficient on-line e-cash systems

Up to date, the on-line e-cash systems proposed by Chaum [1, 6] are quite efficient and practical. These systems involve
customers, the bank and the shops. In these systems, the protocols can be simplified as the following phases: the withdrawal
phase, the spending phase and the deposit phase. During the withdrawal phase, customers apply the blind signature technique
to get their blind e-cashes. In the spending phase, customers first generate their real e-cashes from the blind e-cashes received
in the withdrawal phase and then spend them at the designated shops. Finally, in the deposit phase, the shops deposit the-e-
cashes at the bank. The bank will check if the e-coins were used. In real world environments, it is very hard to find any single
entity which will be trusted by everyone else (such as the bank) to issue e-cashes. To deal with the problem, some modifica-
tions of the schemes in [1, 6] must be made.

The modifications are as follows:

1. Instead of a unique authority, the modified systems consist ofn administrators who will cooperate to issue e-cashes and at
least (n2t11) out ofn administrators do not conspire with the others.

2. Each scheme involves customers, the shops and then administrators and consists of the following phases: the withdrawal
phase, the spending phase and the deposit phase.
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3. In the registration phase, customers apply the partially blind threshold signature technique to get their partially blind e-
cashes fromt honest administrators.

4. In the spending phase, customers generate their real e-cashes from the partially blind e-cashes received in the withdrawal
phase and send them to the shops.

5. In the deposit phase, the shops deposit the e-cashes at the bank (any administrator can serve as the bank). The bank will
check if the e-cashes were used.

By the previous modifications, the power of a single authority is distributed among several administrators and the issue of e-
cashes is controlled by several adniinistrators. The partially blind threshold signature will work when at leastt out of n
administrators are honest. Since in the withdrawal phase, customers only have to requestt members fromn administrators, it
can meet the real world environments without a single trusted authority or with some absent/dishonest administrators.

The major problem in the on-line e-cash systems proposed by Chaum [1, 6] is the unlimited growth of the bank’s database.
To cope with the dilemma, our proposed scheme can be directly applied to these schemes to prevent the unlimited growth of
the bank’s database. Similar to the previous modifications, a customer has to request partially blind threshold signatures as e-
cashes fromt administrators. When a customer requests partially blind threshold signatures, he negotiates a constantc as the e-
coin information with thet signers. For example,c�(date· amount· expire), wheredateis the current date andamountis the
amount of the e-coin to be withdrawn andexpireis the expiration date of this coin. At this time, the e-coin becomes (r, s, c). In
the deposit phase, the shops deposits the e-coin at the bank. For checking if the e-coin was used, the bank can keep a used e-
coin database sorted by the datedateand check if this e-coin is already in this database. The bank can also record the total
amount of e-coin withdrawn in each day. If the total amount of e-coins issued in a particular date was entirely deposited or the
e-coins are after the expiration date, the bank can erase the database on this date. By the previous approach, the bank’s database
can be dramatically reduced.

In real world environments, without the function of partial blindness, the bank has to generate several blind threshold
signature schemes and the threshold signatures generated by each scheme will be used as a different amount of e-coins. By our
scheme, the bank only has to publish a partially blind threshold signature scheme for all kinds of fixed-amount e-coins. This
approach will greatly simplify the e-cash systems since the shadow distribution phase is executed only once and only a set of
public parameters has to be published.

5.2. Secure voting schemes

In some small scale elections, different elections may be held several times in one day. In these election schemes [10–12],
the tally keys must be regenerated in each voting tally. If the blind threshold signature schemes in [21] are applied to these
schemes for distributing the power of the single authority, to regenerate the tally keys is very inefficient since it is time
consuming for executing the shadow distribution phase and many public parameters must be published in each tally. To deal
with this problem, our proposed scheme can be directly applied to these voting schemes [10–12]. Before a voter requests a
partially blind threshold signature as a vote, the signers can first publish a constantc as the current election tag. For example,
c�(date · time), wheredate is the date of the election andtime is the (time)th election in this date. When a voter requests
partially blind threshold signatures, the constantc will become the negotiated constant for this tally. By this modification, it
successfully simplifies the elections, such that, the shadow key distribution phase only has to execute once and the scheme can
be used by many elections.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed an efficient partially blind threshold signature scheme based on discrete logarithm. In our scheme, the
size of a partially blind threshold signature is the same as that of an individual partially blind signature and the signature
verification process is simplified by a group public key. The security of our scheme relies on the hardness of computing
discrete logarithm and it is computationally infeasible for signers to derive the exact correspondence between the message they
actually sign and all signers complete views of the execution of the signing process. Our proposed scheme can be easily applied
to current efficient single-authority e-cash systems for distributing the power of a single authority and for preventing the
unlimited growth of the bank’s database without changing the underlying structure and degrading the overall performance. By
our scheme, the bank only has to publish a partially blind threshold signature scheme for all kinds of fixed amount e-cashes,
which will greatly simplify the e-cash systems.
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